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Getting StartedGetting Started
Purple Seven's application is modular so all of the functionality is behind one login.

1. Access your application by navigating to the LOGIN PAGE

2. You will have received your login credentials by email. If you have not, please check
your JUNK folders or contact support 0203 0211 644

3. Your USERNAME is your email address

After login, you will be taken to the homepage. From here you can see the modules available on
the left hand side of the screen.

4. Navigate to SURVEYS module on the left hand menu bar
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You are now at the SURVEYS homepage. From here you can:

• See which events have surveys already scheduled
• See which surveys are being sent next
• Schedule further surveys
• Edit the Location Name
• Change the Survey or Email Invitation templates
• Stop a survey from being sent
• Navigate to the rest of the module for other actions
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Understanding the Survey TabsUnderstanding the Survey Tabs

TABTAB FUNCTIONALITYFUNCTIONALITY

SCHEDULESCHEDULE Schedule surveys to be sent for specific events
Edit some of the text fields customers will see in the email
invitation
Change the SURVEY customers complete
Change the EMAIL INVITATION sent out

REPORTREPORT Run reports
View dashboards
Read customer comments submitted through surveys

CONFIGURECONFIGURE Configure the global settings for your surveys module

CUSTOMISECUSTOMISE Create and edit email invitations
Create and edit survey questions
Create and edit survey layouts

Configure the global settingsConfigure the global settings

Within your Surveys Module, Administrators can configure a number of settings that will apply
across all user accounts. These are default settings however, in some cases, they can be
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overwritten in the SCHEDULE tab e.g. the number of hours after the event you would like
surveys to be sent.

SettingSetting FunctionalityFunctionality

A: How often would you like customers to be
surveyed?

The system has in built parameters that
prevent regular customers from being over
surveyed. You can decide how frequently you
want returning customers to be sent a survey
invitation. For example: 30 days or 60 days

B: When do you want to send surveys? The number of hours after the START TIME of
an event is when the survey invitation will be
sent. Best responses are achieved closer to
the end time. This setting can be overwritten
for one off events (e.g. a Children's show)
with a shorter run time in the SCHEDULE
tab.

C: How long do you want surveys to remain
open?

Set the number of days after the survey is
sent that you would like to gather responses.
Closing the survey after a set number of days
gives consistent reporting.

D: Provide your social media account details. Add your organisations' @twitter handle
here

E: Show social shares You can give customers the opportunity to
share their rating of your show. You might
wish to manage this by only offering the
chance to share to customers who have
rated that show above a specific number of
stars.
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SettingSetting FunctionalityFunctionality

SettingSetting FunctionalityFunctionality

F: Exclude customers from receiving surveys
by email

You can exclude people from receiving
survey invitations on the basis of their email
domain: e.g. your staff

G: Exclude customers from receiving surveys
by Classification Codes

If your ticketing system uses codes to group
customers e.g. 'board member' or 'school
groups' these can be used to exclude
customers from receiving email invitations
for surveys

H: By data protection By default, all customers with a valid email
address are sent a survey invitation
irrespective of their marketing preferences.
This is because the survey is for research
purposes and not marketing. If, however, you
wish to change this setting and use
marketing preferences, you can change the
global setting here.

I: Unsubscribe This is a hard unsubscribe for customers who
have contacted your venue and wish to be
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SettingSetting FunctionalityFunctionality

removed from ever receiving survey
invitations. NOTE: this will not update the
customers marketing preferences.
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Schedule a surveySchedule a survey
Surveys can be scheduled in advance of an event. Many clients incorporate this into their 'on
sale' process for events.

1. Navigate to the SURVEYS homepage. Here you will see a list of upcoming events. Where an
event is showing an ORANGE CLIPBOARD, a survey has already been scheduled. Where the
CLIPBOARD ICON is GREY, a survey is not scheduled.

2. To schedule a survey, click on the CLIPBOARD ICON to turn it orange. Your survey is now
scheduled.

3. To edit some of the elements of what the customer will see, click on the EDIT pencil in the
right hand column. A pop up box will appear where you can edit some of the settings to apply
to this survey only.

NOTE: To edit global settings that you wish to apply to ALL surveys, go to the CONFIGURE tab.
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SettingSetting FunctionalityFunctionality

Title This is the title of the event that will appear to the customer is the
email invitation and / or the survey itself.
Event names as they are sometimes recorded on the box office do not
mean much to the customer so this is where you can edit to use the
'Marketing' name for an event.

Location This refers to the place customers saw the event. It might be the name
of a space within your organisation e.g. The Studio or it might be the
name of your organisation e.g. Theatre Royal.

Handle You can add in show specific twitter @handles

Hashtag You can add in show or these specific twitter #hashtags

Email Template Select the email invitation you would like to use for this survey. These
can be created and edited in the CUSTOMISE tab of the Survey module.

Survey Template Select the survey template you would like to use for this survey. These
can be created and edited in the CUSTOMISE tab of the Survey module.

Survey Send Time You can modify the send time which is based on the start time of the
event if your show is longer or shorter than the usual shows in your
programme.

4. Don't forget to SAVE CHANGES
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The edits you have made, should now be reflected in the Event table.
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Create a new email invitationCreate a new email invitation

You can create multiple email invitations to suit the needs of your organisation, for example
if you are running a season or festival that has its own brand identity, you might want to
use that in the invitation to customers.

Whatever your design, your survey URL will be embedded in the email invitationyour survey URL will be embedded in the email invitation, ready for
customers to access your survey questions.

1. Navigate to the Surveys module in your application and go to the CUSTOMISE tab. This will
reveal 3 further sub-tabs, navigate to EMAIL DESIGNER.

Here, you will see all the email templates that have been created by your colleagues along with
the standard template that is a default in all accounts.

From this page you can EDIT, DELETE or PREVIEW an email template using the icons in the
table.

2. To CREATE A NEW template, click the ADD NEW button.
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3. A new screen will open, showing the preview pane on the right and the tools on the left.
Changes you make on the left will update in the preview pane as you go along.

4. Give your template a name that will be useful to you and your colleagues. This is for internal
use only.

5. The ENVELOPE fields will be seen by customers in their inbox so make sure these are
customer friendly.

***Scroll down the page to add graphics and text***
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6. Upload your HEADER image. This will appear at the top of the email invitation for customers
to see.

TIP: Graphics should be a maximum of 520 pixels wide and 50 pixels high.

7. To add a URL behind the header graphic, type it in the next box.

8. in the BODY section, type and format your brief message to customers inviting them to
participate in your survey.

9. within your message, you can use MERGE FIELDS. These will automatically populate specific
data such as First Name to personalise your message. To do this, click on the INSERT drop
down, select INSERT MERGE FIELD.

A pop-up window will appear, showing the fields available for merging.
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10. Select the MERGE FIELD you require from the drop down list and it will appear in the box
below. Next, click OK and the selected MERGE FIELD will appear in the BODY panel where your
cursor is.

11. Continue to write the rest of your email message. (see below for example)

In the example below: both FIRST NAME and PERFORMANCE NAME are merge fields.
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When you are happy with your message, scroll down to edit the Footer text and other settings:

12. BUTTON refers to the link customers will use to access the survey questions. You can
choose to position this ABOVE or BELOW the main text of the invitation, edit the wording and
select the colour of the button and text.
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13. Next, edit the setting for your email footer. This includes selecting the background colour,
text colour and the message to customers.

 All email templates must include an UNSUBSCRIBE link.

To create this:

1. Highlight some text that you would like to be the unsubscribe link

2. Click the SET button

This will now be the hyperlinked to the URL in our systems for customers to
unsubscribe. They will only be unsubscribing from receiving survey invitations. This will
NOT AFFECT their marketing preferences stored on your ticketing system.

14. Finally, save all your changes by clicking on the SAVE button at the bottom of the page.
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Create survey questionsCreate survey questions

The SURVEYS module offers flexibility to customise some elements:

• QuestionsQuestions
• Email InvitationsEmail Invitations
• Survey LayoutsSurvey Layouts

This functionality is available in the CUSTOMISE tab

Write your own questionsWrite your own questions

 All survey accounts have, as default, a standard set of Purple Seven questions. These
are 19 questions covering the topics:

• Overall satisfaction
• Pricing and value for money
• Marketing effectiveness
• Demographics
• Motivations
• Net promoter Score

As these questions are standard across all users and have been in use for 6 years,
Purple Seven has amassed a vast database of customer responses that we use to
power the survey benchmarks.

When you create new questions, these will not be included in the benchmarks unless
you share them with the rest of the community.

To create your own questions, go to:
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1. CUSTOMISE tab in the SURVEYS module

2. On the sub-tabs, click QUESTION DESIGNER. Here you will see a list of existing questions
available for use or edit and the option to ADD NEW ones.

3. click the ADD NEW button and you will be taken to a new page where you can create your
new question.

SettingSetting FunctionalityFunctionality

Question Name For INTERNAL use only

Display Text This will be the text of the question that customers see and respond
to.

Category StandardStandard: these are P7 default questions available to all accounts
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SettingSetting FunctionalityFunctionality

CommunityCommunity: these are questions to be shared with other users outside
your organisation

My QuestionsMy Questions: customised questions for use by your organisation only

Theme This is to help group the questions into topic areas such as Pricing,
Marketing, Customer Experience etc

Question Type Specify the type of question to be used for the most meaningful
response:

Multiple ChoiceMultiple Choice: The customer can select one answer from a choice of
several.

Multiple Select:Multiple Select: The customer can select more than one answer from a
list.

Dropdown:Dropdown: The customer can select one answer from a list.

Star Rating:Star Rating: The customer is asked to give a star rating from low to
high

Text Box:Text Box: Allows the customer to write short comments within a box.

Multiline Text BoxMultiline Text Box: Customer can comment using several lines of text

Scale:Scale: The customer is asked to rank their response from low to high
(remember to be clear about which is low and which is high in your

question)

4. When you have selected the QUESTION TYPE, you need to design the answers in the screen
below.

NOTE: This example uses MULTIPLE CHOICE for the question so all possible answers are added
as separate lines and can be re-ordered using the UP and DOWN arrows.
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5. When you have made your choices, SAVE CHANGES

 Remember: Surveys are sent to everyone with a valid email. Under GDPR this is
possible because the purpose of the survey is research. If your questions become
anything other than research - e.g. Marketing of future shows or promoting the
products and services of a sponsor - you must amend your configuration settings to
reflect the marketing preferences of your customers to remain GDPR compliant.
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Design a Survey layoutDesign a Survey layout

The Survey Layout is what customers will see and where they will respond to survey
questions.

1. From the CUSTOMISE tab, go to SURVEY DESIGNER. Here, you are able to create new or edit
existing survey layouts.

2. click ADD NEW button. You will be taken to a page where you can define the layout of what
your customers will see when they click through from the email invitation.
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3. Create a name for your survey template. This is for internal use only.

4. Upload a logo to appear on your survey page. Use the CHOOSE FILE button to select an
image from your computer then click the UPLOAD button.

5. Select a colour scheme for your survey layout

6. In the text box, create a brief welcome message for your customers. This will appear at the
top of the survey layout page, above the questions. TOP TIP: Customers will already have read
the email invitation so the information in this paragraph can be kept short for better rendering
on smaller devices such as phones and ipads.
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7. Scroll down the page to the QUESTIONS section. Here you select the questions you would like
to appear in your survey. Simply CLICK and DRAG a question from the left column to the right.

TOP TIP: Sort the list of questions using the CATEGORY drop down. Questions from different
categories can be used in one survey.

8. Scroll down to edit the final elements of your survey layout.
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9. Once customers have submitted their survey responses they will see a thank you message -
edit what you want to say here.

10. After the Thank You Message, customers will be redirected to a webpage. Enter the URL
here. You may want this to be your homepage.

11. If a customer clicks a survey invitation link but the survey is closed, they will see a message
you can design here.

12. Customers will be redirected to a web page of your choice - enter the URL here.

OptionsOptions FunctionalityFunctionality

Turn on Twitter response If this box is checked, customers will be given the
option to tweet their comments and star ratings from
the survey.

Turn on 'forward to a friend' If this box is checked, customers can send the survey
to other members of their party to complete.

Offer customer service contact If this box if checked, customers will be asked if they
would like share their responses with the
organisation along with their contact details. As a
default, all survey responses are anonymous.

13. When you have made all your changes, hit the SAVE button
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GDPR and Data ManagementGDPR and Data Management
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Post-show Surveys and GDPRPost-show Surveys and GDPR

What are the post-show surveys?What are the post-show surveys?

The automated post show surveys are to measure customer satisfaction. They are based on a
standard set of questions in order that responses can be aggregated and benchmarked for
your organisation and across the sector as a whole. Areas of feedback include:

• Pricing & value for money
• Enjoyment of the event
• Customer Experience at the venue
• Motivations for attendance
• Marketing Influences
• Demographics
• Qualitative comments

NOTE: From 2019, clients can create their own questions and share these with the rest of the
survey users.

Do I need to obtain consent to send out surveys?Do I need to obtain consent to send out surveys?

Customer satisfaction surveys are considered reasonable under the legal basis of ‘Legitimate
Interests’. Unlike direct marketing or market research communications, they do not require
consent under GDPR. However, you may wish to include in your privacy policy that youHowever, you may wish to include in your privacy policy that you
periodically seek customer satisfaction feedback and that you do this using 3rd parties.periodically seek customer satisfaction feedback and that you do this using 3rd parties.

If you are creating your own questions or email invitations, you must ensure they do notIf you are creating your own questions or email invitations, you must ensure they do not
fundamentally change the nature of the research survey to become a marketing tool to remainfundamentally change the nature of the research survey to become a marketing tool to remain
GDPR compliant.GDPR compliant.

What customer data is involved?What customer data is involved?

In order that we can send survey links to your customers, the data held on your ticketing
system is securely transferred to our servers overnight, every night. Your organisation has its
own database, accessible only by you, nominated members of your team and Purple Seven
staff. Information collected includes customer names, contact details and ticketing history.
Within this data is the email address of the ticket buyer to which the survey invitation will be
sent. For this data you remain the Data Controller and Purple Seven is the data processor.

When a customer chooses to complete a survey, the survey responses and metadata including
IP address, device on which the survey was accessed and browser information is collected.

Within the survey itself some questions come under the new ‘Special Category Data’ definition
of the GDPR which includes ‘Race’ and ‘Ethnic Origin.’
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All ‘Special Category Data’ that is collected is used at an aggregated level for monitoring industry
trends and, like other data included in the survey responses, is used only for statistical
purposes and not for targeting or identifying an individual.

How is the data used and who can see what?How is the data used and who can see what?

For all clients, survey response data is made available to better understand if your customers
are happy with the products and services you provide and how you might improve.

Clients access this data through their REPORTING tab where they can run insight reports on
responses gathered by event. All users have unique login credentials to access to their account.
The administrator at your organisation can control which of your team has access at any point.

Customer PII is available to view in this platform but is not directly associated with the survey
responses unless a customer gives permission for this to happen when they complete the
questions.

Purple Seven also aggregates survey responses to create an industry benchmark for customer
satisfaction across the measures being asked. All PII is masked before the creation of this
benchmark.

Purple Seven staff also have access to your account to provide customer support.

How long is the data retained?How long is the data retained?

As Data Controller, you have full control over when your customer data is deleted. Under GDPR
you will have specified in your privacy policy the period for which you retain customer data and
this can be reflected in your account.

We have introduced new functionality in response to GDPR so your company retention policy
will be adhered to, automatically anonymising customer data held in your database with us
once it meets those criterion. Tell Us Your Retention Period

Data that has been included in an anonymised form at aggregate level falls outside the GDPR.

Can my customer opt out from being surveyed?Can my customer opt out from being surveyed?

Yes. Just like other email marketing communications the survey invitation has an ‘unsubscribe’
link. If a customer clicks this link, their email address will not be used for any future event
surveys sent from your organisation.

Is the data processed in the EU?Is the data processed in the EU?

Yes, our data infrastructure is provided by Millennia Cloud Services. Millennia only uses data
centres in the UK so you are assured that your data will not be held globally. All data centres
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are accredited to ISO9001:2008 and ISO27001:2013 and all have redundant 10Gbit/s fibre
connections.

Is Purple Seven registered with the ICO?Is Purple Seven registered with the ICO?

Yes, our registration number is Z769796X

Our Privacy policy relating to SurveysOur Privacy policy relating to Surveys

Under GDPR Purple Seven becomes a data controller of the responses given by customers to
the survey questions. For this reason, we have created a separate privacy policy dedicated to
this product and data processed as a consequence of this product.

Privacy_Policy_DYET.pdf
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FAQ's and TroubleshootingFAQ's and Troubleshooting
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Can I exclude staff from the surveys?Can I exclude staff from the surveys?
Yes, you can exclude people from surveys on the basis of their email domain which is a good
way to exclude people from specific companies.

1. Navigate to the CONFIGURE tab

2. Scroll to the EXCLUSIONS section

3. add the domain you want to exclude into the text field

4. hit SAVE
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What is Net Promoter Score?What is Net Promoter Score?

What is NPS?What is NPS?

Net Promoter Score is an index ranging from -100 to 100 that measures the willingness of
customers to recommend a product or services to others.

Customers are asked a simple question; to rate how likely they are to recommend your venue.
Responses are scored on a scale of 1 to 10, falling into three groups:

SCORESCORE CATEGORIESCATEGORIES DEFINITIONDEFINITION

9 or 10 Promoters Loyal enthusiasts who keep
buying from your
organisation and encourage
their friends to do so too.

7 or 8 Passives Satisfied but unenthusiastic
customers who can be easily
wooed by the competition.

6 or lower Detractors Unhappy customers trapped
in a bad relationship.

Your official NPS score is the percentage of promoters minus the percentage of detractors.

So What?So What?

Good NPS scores correlate to customer loyalty.Good NPS scores correlate to customer loyalty.

Temkin Group ran a study to analyse how the NPS relates to customer loyalty. From a sample
of thousands of customers across 294 companies and 20 industries they found:

compared to detractors, promoters are more than five times as likely to repurchase
from companies, more than seven times as likely to forgive companies if they make a
mistake, and almost nine times as likely to try new offerings from companies.
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Driving ImprovementsDriving Improvements

Understanding what customers do and don't like about your organisation provides you the
opportunity to improve, targeting limited resources at specific improvements with the overall
aim of increasing your number of Promoters and decreasing (ideally eliminating) Detractors.

Other questions in surveys will help target improvements by offering greater detail around the
areas of dissatisfaction, giving you practical pointers for where to make changes that will
matter to your customers.
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